Maternally transmitted foetal H19 variants and associations with birth weight.
This study was designed to test the hypothesis that polymorphic variation in maternally transmitted foetal H19 alleles is associated with offspring size at birth and alterations in maternal glucose concentrations in pregnancy. Inferred parent of origins of transmitted alleles from 13 haplotype tag SNPs in the H19 gene region from 845 family (mother, partner, offspring) trios from the prospective Cambridge Baby Growth Study and 315 trios from the retrospective Cambridge Wellbeing Study cohorts were tested for association with offspring size at birth measures, as well as maternal glucose concentrations 1 h after a glucose load at week 28 of pregnancy. The foetal rs2071094 allele inherited from the mother was associated with increased birth weight (p = 0.0015) adjusted for gestational age, parity and sex. In the Cambridge Baby Growth Study it was also associated with increased head circumference (p = 0.004), length (p = 0.017) and sum of skinfold thicknesses (p = 0.017) at birth. In contrast to these results there was no association between offspring birth weight and either the maternal rs2071094 genotype or the foetal allele from the father. None of the foetal alleles or maternal genotypes were associated with maternal glucose concentrations, neither were there any other associations with offspring birth weight. In conclusion, consistent with imprinting, common polymorphic variation in foetal H19 alleles transmitted only from the mother are associated with birth weight and other markers of size at birth. Polymorphic variation in H19 is not associated with significant changes in maternal glucose tolerance in the third trimester of pregnancy.